
The press have had a field day with the government’s 

decision to reverse the Chancellor’s decision about 

the increase in National Insurance Contributions for 

self-employed people. 

Even as I write that, it strikes me how boring it must 

be to be a political commentator sometimes. 

I doubt many people actually have strong views 

about the minor percentage difference in national 

insurance contributions for self-employed people 

compared with those of us who pay tax through 

PAYE, but that doesn’t stop it being a big news story. 

This is because  Philip Hammond was forced into … 

wait for it… a U-turn. 

Ah, that media favourite! First, you orchestrate calls 

for a decision to be reversed and then, should it hap-

pen, you crow about the weakness of the person 

making the decision. “What a U-turn X has been 

forced into…” 

It doesn’t really matter what is at stake: the target for 

immigration, the 10pm slot for “The Nightly Show” on 

ITV, Manchester City’s defensive tactics .. To take se-

rious interest might need some genuine knowledge 

and understanding. Rather, all that is important is 

that there should be a U-turn. 

In the end, this is pretty corrosive stuff. Obviously, it’s 

odd if you keep changing your mind each time the 

wind blows, but trying something out and then 

changing your mind when it doesn’t pan out, or—

heaven forfend—someone actually persuades you to 

change your mind, would seem to me to be rather a 

sensible way of going about things. 

John Henry Newman famously remarked: 

“To live is to change and to be perfect is to have 

changed often.” 

In this he was talking about developments in church 

doctrine. People were criticising later church develop-

ments in doctrine as automatically being untrue to 

the Gospel, which was laid out in simple terms in 1st 

Century Palestine. Newman rather argued not only 

that times changed, but also that one’s thinking could 

develop.  

To him, changing should not be seen as necessarily 

wrong: in fact, he argued, one won’t arrive at the per-

fect solution until one has changed one’s view several 

times. 

One can push this too far. A good leader is able to 

steer his or her ship through choppy waters in the 

desired direction and won’t necessarily be deflected 

by criticism. But a good leader should also listen, be 

flexible and, crucially, should recognise that he or she 

isn’t perfect and may have made a mistake. 

All the crowing about U-turns fosters a spirit of 

bloody-mindedness, which may ultimately be detri-

mental to the country, rather than improving it. Re-

brand U-turn as ‘change of heart’ and let’s have more 

of them, please! 

More U-turns, please 
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